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Towergate Equine insurance
Over 20 years, Towergate Equine has developed products with a range
of specialist insurers and providers which can provide horse insurance
and other equine and rural related requirements.

People and products that make a tangible difference
The Equine team have been carefully selected because of their equine
knowledge and expertise. They care about their own horses and apply
that same care to the horses we insure for your clients.
Accidents and incidents happen. Towergate specialists are on hand to
assist with the complexities in arranging the right cover for your client.
They will also help with the claim process because they understand
what needs doing and when.

Product need
Listening to your clients’ requirements, we can liaise with specialist
underwriters and highlight the risk of gaps in cover, and, negotiate to
have restrictions re-examined and even withdrawn or pinpointed to
certain areas. We deliver a policy for your client’s requirements which
plugs any reasonable gap and exclusion
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Horse
Horsebox and transporters
Horse trailers
Horsebox & trailer breakdowns
including equine transport and
rescue
Yards, liveries and stables
Rider liability
Equine legal expenses
Rural fleet and multivehicle – home
or business

We have a great working relationship with
our A-rated insurance capacity enabling us to
often cover the more complex requirements.
We aim to give your clients extra cover for
our policy holders that they would not have
if they used the same insurer through a
different broker.

Minimum & Maximum sums insured

Our team’s horsey knowledge and confidence can help you win more
business.

We will consider risks from a £500 value
trailer, to a 17 and a half tonne, £248,000,
horsebox carrying six horses and the
accompanying motor home worth £319,000

Target market

Towergate Equine- here to help

For anyone who is connected to a ‘horsey’ lifestyle. Especially your
company directors with an involvement in a pony club, with stables on
their land, transporting their horses around in high end horseboxes and
trailers. We can cover most trades, including breeders
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